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ABSTRACT 

The state-of-art natural audio coder, MPEG-4 AAC [1][2], has provided the extensive coding modules for achieving 
high coding efficiency. The modules, which includes filter bank, window switch, psychoacoustic model, bit 
allocation, bit reservoir, lossless coding, temporal noise shaping, and middle/side coding,  has span a large design 
dimension and challenge for audio coding technology. In this paper, the design of these modules, named as NCTU-
AAC encoder, is presented to provide adorable audio quality with low computation complexity.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the development of the last decades on perceptual 
audio coding, MPEG-4 AAC provides the state-of-art 
flexible modules for achieving transparent quality at a 
bit rate of about 1/12 and less of the bit rate. As shown 
in Figure 1, the modified discrete cosine transform 
(MDCT) and window switch effectively reduce the 
redundancy of audio signals with minimizing the pre-
echo [3] commonly happen in transform coder. With 
psychoacoustic model, masking threshold is calculated 
for the modules of bit allocation and bit reservoir to 
assign bits based on perceptual criteria. Temporal noise 
shaping (TNS) provides another module for pre-echo 
reduction. Middle/side (M/S) coding provide module for 
stereo redundancy removing. MPEG-4 AAC provides 

extensive dimensions for quality optimization and 
causes design issues on integration of the modules. In 
this paper, the jointly considerations of these modules 
are presented to provide adorable audio quality with low 
computation complexity.  

1.1. Design of efficient MDCT 

The MDCT, a key module in MPEG-4 AAC, effectively 
minimizes the redundancy of audio signals, but high 
computation complexity is required. In our previous 
work [4], the generic fast algorithm of the variant filter 
banks in current audio standards [1][5][6][7][8] can be 
used to provide efficient computation of MDCT.  
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1.2. Design of window switch, TNS, and bit 
reservoir 

The block process of the MDCT causes the problem of 
quantization error spreading inside the block, so called 
pre-echo issue. The pre-echo issue becomes serious and 
causes audible distortion on the transient signals. The 
first module is window switch [9][10][11][12] providing 
flexible block sizes to restrict the spreading of noise and 
the second module is temporal noise shaping [13] 
injecting the quantization noise into the transient 
signals. The third, bit reservoir [14] dynamically 
reserves bits from non-critical signals and gives bits to 
critical signals. In Section 4 and 5, complex 
mechanisms of window switch are jointly considered 
with TNS and bit reservoir to reduce the pre-echo 
effectively. 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of MPEG-4 AAC encoder 

1.3. Efficient and Precise MDCT based 
psychoacoustic model 

Psychoacoustic model is a module dominating the 
coding quality and computing complexity in perceptual 
audio coding. Many previous works [5][15][16][17] 
focus on reducing the high computing complexity by 
reusing the spectrum data from filter bank but the 
coding quality is not ensured. In Section 2, an efficient 
MDCT based psychoacoustic model providing better 
quality than the psychoacoustic model 2 originally used 
in MPEG-4 AAC is presented. The designs of the 
psychoacoustic model from two aspects are considered. 
First, we consider the design issue in implementing the 
psychoacoustic model in the MDCT instead of the 
independent FFT to reduce the computing complexity 
and storage. Second, we improve the psychoacoustic 

model from the aspect of varying tonal and noise 
masking offset with bands and energy normalization to 
suppress the distortion, which is called the fishy noise or 
the birdie noise [3], caused by the overestimated 
masking in the tonal-rich signals.  

1.4. Design of M/S coding 

M/S coding provides an effective module to extract the 
stereo redundancy. The M/S processing employs in 
channel pair signals and uses the matrix signal operation 
to reduce the channel irrelevances. Furthermore, M/S 
coding can be applied for the flexible manners in frame 
or band based M/S coding consideration. 

However, the success of this module relies on the 
careful design in four aspects: M/S usage decision, 
psychoacoustic model for M/S channels, bits allocated 
between the M/S channels and bit allocation in the M/S 
channels. This paper presents an efficient M/S method 
designed from those aspects in frame based M/S coding. 
Furthermore, for the band-based M/S coding, instead of 
exhausting all possible switching combinations and 
finding the minimum distortion one, a new method 
derived from the principle of Viterbi algorithm (VA) 
[18] is proposed. The method leads to a complexity 
down from O(249) to O(4×49) without sacrificing the 
possibility to find the best combination of band based 
M/S coding. 

2. PSYCHOACOUSTIC MODEL 

The improvements on psychoacoustic model are 
considered from two aspects. First, the FFT of 
psychoacoustic model is replaced by the MDCT used to 
reduce the computing complexity and storage. Second, 
to provide more precise masking threshold,  varying 
tonal masking offset (TMN) and noise masking offset 
(NMT) with bands and energy normalization are 
considered to suppress the distortion, so called the fishy 
noise or the birdie noise, caused by the overestimated 
masking in the tonal-rich signals. The psychoacoustic 
model provides 60 % performance gain compared to the 
psychoacoustic model 2 in MPEG-4 AAC. 

2.1. Efficient MDCT-based Psychoacoustic 
Model 

In Figure 2, psychoacoustic model 2 uses the FFT to 
calculate the spectrum and estimate the masking 
threshold. The two spectrum analysis for FFT and 
MDCT in AAC cause computation redundancy and 
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require energy calibration of masking threshold used in 
bit allocation. Moreover, the unpredictability calculation 
inter-frame for the tonality of each band requires high 
computing effort. In Figure 5, the MDCT-based 
psychoacoustic model proposed directly uses the 
coefficients of the MDCT to get the spectrum and hence 
leads to the merits in complexity. The complicated 
unpredictability calculation in psychoacoustic model 2 
is replaced by the spectrum flatness measure (SFM) 
method to reduce both complexity and memory. 
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Figure 2: Block diagram of psychoacustic model 2 

2.1.1. MDCT based Psychoacoustic Model 

As shown in Figure 2, masking thresholds are calculated 
by performing FFT in order to get the spectral 
information. However, this process costs considerable 
computation. Thus, the psychoacoustic model based on 
MDCT is addressed in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Block diagram of efficient MPEG-4 AAC 
encoder proposed 

 

FFT spectrum 

 

MDCT spectrum 

Figure 4: Illustration of spectrums of two transform 
where horizontal axis means the 1024 spectral lines and 

vertical axis means the magnitude in dB domain. 

In Figure 4, MDCT spectrum and FFT spectrum show 
similar tonal and noise signal representations. In 
Wang’s work [19], the relationship between MDCT and 
DFT via shifted discrete Fourier transform (SDFT) is 
established. Although the MDCT is considerably similar 
to FFT, the output of MDCT still has a problem that is 
the lost of the phase information. In psychoacoustic 
model 2, the unpredictability calculation needs the two 
information including the magnitude and phase. 
Therefore, the spectral flatness measure (SFM) is 
proposed for the new tonality calculation applied to the 
MDCT psychoacoustic model due to the lost phase 
information as shown in Figure 5.  

2.1.2. Tonality Calculation using SFM 

The unpredictability calculation in psychoacoustic 
model 2 needs great space to store information of 
previous frames in order to estimate the tonality. 
Replacing by the SFM method can save the space for 
storing and computational time of per spectral line 
calculation in unpredictability because the 
psychoacoustic model uses the unit in terms of the 
quantization band rather than spectral line. The 
spectrum flatness measure (SFM) of band b is defined 
as: 
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and the constraint of  0 ≤ flatnessb ≤ 1. For tonal-rich 
signal in band, flatnessb approximates to 0, otherwise, 
for noise-rich signal, flatnessb approximates to 1. 
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Figure 5: Block diagram of MDCT based psychoacustic 
model 

2.1.3. Masking Threshold Calculation 

From Figure 5, masking threshold is calculated based on 
TMN and NMT offset. In psychoacoustic model 2, 
TMN and NMT remain constant for all bands. To utilize 
the human perception further, due to insensitivity of 
human hearing in the high frequency, the masking effect 
in high frequency is stronger than the low one. The 
bandwidth is narrower in the low frequency such that 
the wider tone is ignored. Therefore, a non-constant 
TMN and NMT offset is proposed with offset varying 
with the bandwidth as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Adaptive TMN and NMT offset. Horizontal 
axis for band number and vertical axis for the 

modification offset in dB. 

2.2. Detection of Tonal-Rich Signal 

For tonal-rich signal as shown in Figure 7, the 
phenomenon of birdie noise is caused by the 

overestimated masking in the tonal-rich signals.  In this 
paper, the detection of tonal-rich, named as tonal attack,  
is proposed to notify bit allocation module for less scale 
factor bits in order to allocate more bits for Huffman 
coding to prevent overestimated tonal signal bit 
allocation. For window switch modules, window switch 
is disabled when tonal-rich is detected to prevent low 
frequency resolution when tonal-rich signals. The 
detection of tonal-rich signals has effectively reduced 
the birdie noise when the signals are tonal-rich.  

 

Original spectrum 

Reconstructed spectrum 

Figure 7: Illustration of birdie noise caused by the 
overestimation of masking threshold in conventional 

psychoacoustic model. 

3. M/S CODING 

M/S coding provides an effective method to extract the 
stereo redundancy. The M/S processing employs in 
channel pair signals and uses the matrix signal operation 
to reduce the channel irrelevances. This paper presents 
an efficient M/S method designed from M/S usage 
decision, psychoacoustic model for M/S channels, bits 
allocated between the M/S channels and bit allocation in 
the M/S channels in frame based M/S coding. 
Furthermore, for the band-based M/S coding, instead of 
exhausting all possible switching combinations and 
finding the minimum distortion one, a new method 
derived from the principle of Viterbi algorithm is 
proposed. 

3.1. Psychoacoustic Model 

The psychoacoustic model tries to simulate the human 
hearing system and to give the proper masking 
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thresholds for quantization. The masking threshold for L 
and R channels is constructed in MPEG-4 AAC. 
However, it seems not so reasonable to put on the same 
procedure to M and S channels. Although there are 
some assumptions in speaker location to have sensible 
explanation on M signals, the applicability to the S 
signals and the earphones needs to be reinvestigated. 
Besides, the complexity of the M/S psychoacoustic 
model has contributed to an additional overhead. 

To derive the masking thresholds of M/S channels, the 
reconstructed left and right channels are considered as 

][']['][' kSkMkL iii +=  (2) 

and 

][']['][' kSkMkR iii −=  (3) 

where L′i[k] and R′i[k] are the reconstructed spectral 
lines from the M′i[k] and S′i[k], i is the index of band, 
and k is each frequency line. Owing to the quantization 
errors, we can rewrite the reconstructed signals (2) and 
(3) as 
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where NLi[k], NRi[k], NMi[k] and NSi[k] are the associated 
noises for each channel spectral line in ith band. For 
conservative estimation, we assume that the NSi[k] 
always has the positive effect to reconstructed signals.  

To reach the transparent coding, the noise energies of 
NLi[k] and NRi[k] should be lower than the left and right 
channel masking effect. The variance with respect to 
each quantization band can be represented as 

iiRiMiLN LNN T≤+= 222 σσσ  (8) 

and 

iiRiMiRN RNN T≤+= 222 σσσ  (9) 

The sufficient conditions satisfy the inequalities (8) and 
(9) are 
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Hence, the maximum allowable masking thresholds of 
M and S channels can be evaluated as 
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and 
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Equation (12) and (13) offer a fast method to formulate 
the M/S masking thresholds without processing the 
psychoacoustic model and BMLD effect. The 
computation burden can be alleviated. 

Now, the PE of each quantization band can be derived 
as 
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where Wi means the bandwidth of ith band. Since band 
PEs of L, R, M and S channels are all available; we can 
compare them and pick the preferred alternative. 

In [22], a new perceptual criterion the allocation entropy 
(AE) is proposed. The AE is different from the PE that 
calculates the minimum amount of bits that has to be 
transmitted to have the transparent audio quality. The 
PE has not reflected the bits required for the cases 
where the transparent quality is not achievable under 
limited bit rates. For coding, it is always the objective to 
have the best bit-constrained quality instead of the 
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transparent quality. The AE can well reflect the bits to 
have the graceful degradation and have put into 
consideration the bandwidth proportional noise-shaping 
criterion [23]. To derive the AE, we refer the PE form in 
(17), (21), (23) and (25). We consult an effective 
bandwidth, which proposed in [23] and define another 
setting as 
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where i means each quantization band and the effective 
bandwidth Bi values for AE are shown in Figure 8. For 
preventing the numerical error, we prefer to add a small 
value ε to (26). Therefore, the definition of each band 
AE can be described as 
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Due to the importance of low spectrum, the values only 
apply to spectrum which higher than 12 kHz. According 
to [23], the bit allocation criterion leads to the optimum 
graceful degradation when noise is higher than masking 
threshold is to have a noise proportional to effective 
bandwidth. The effective bandwidth is derived from the 
critical band with bandwidth about one-third to one-
forth of the critical bandwidth. In general, the higher 
spectrum bands often have wider effective bandwidth 
and should have a higher noise shape. In addition, the 
AE is evaluated with the unit of the quantization bands 
to match directly the units in quantization and encoding 
process. 
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Figure 8: Effective bandwidth for AAC (Long Window) 
[23]. 

3.2. Frame-Level Switching 

The AE for the left, right, middle, side channels can be 
obtained through (27). The coding gains can be 
evaluated by comparing the AEs for M/S and L/R 
channels. However, we need to evaluate the AEs of the 
M/S signals with a discount for two reasons. First, the 
conditions in (12) and (13) are the sufficient but not 
necessary condition the imperceptible noise. The M/S 
decision based on the sufficient condition may be too 
conservative to reflect the possible coding merit. 
Second, the L/R channels are usually allocated with 
equal bits. Hence, the direct summation on the AEs of 
the left and right channels cannot reflect the situation 
where two channels require different bits. To include 
the two situations, we put a discount on the AEs from 
M/S channels and the switching flow can be described 
as the Figure 9. In order to get the maximum gain, we 
examine the discount factor in the section 4.5. 

AE_MS < C1 * AE_LR
?

Use M/S Frame Use L/R Frame

False

True

 

Figure 9: Frame-level M/S switching mechanism flow 
chart. 

3.3. Band-Level Switching 

The accurate M/S switching can facilitate the audio 
quality. However, the optimal band switch decision can 
only be found by exhausting all possible conditions and 
pick the maximum coding gain setting. Section 3.2 
considers channel-based M/S coding. This section 
focuses on the band-based M/S coding.  

In AAC, each quantization band or referred to as the 
quantization band can be coded with either M/S coding 
or L/R coding. Ideally, in sufficient available bits 
condition, the transparent quality can be reached in both 
coding mode. However, restrict to the limited bit rate, 
the transparent criterion is not easy to meet. Hence, we 
should choice the band coding states that have the 
minimum bits to let the total bits demand lower or 
closed to the available bits. For each switch 
combination, the needed bits comprise the quantized 
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spectrum lines, scale factor, Huffman codebook indexes 
and the header information. In other words, the optimal 
criterion should be satisfied the minimum bits usage. 
For 49 bands, the possible combination of the either L/R 
or M/S coding is 249. The best combination can be found 
from an optimum criterion as 
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where  
i each switch combination; 
S combination power set; 
q quantization band or referred as quantization 
band index; 
BM(i) bits for M/S flags; 
Bsb(i,q) bits for quantized spectrum lines in each 
quantization band; 
Bsf(i,q) bits for scale factors; 
BHuffman(i,q) bits for Huffman codebook indexes; 
C constant header bits. 

If we sequentially compare the case to find the optimum 
solution, we must search all the 249 situations. The 
computation complexity is too expensive to implement. 
Hence, we need a more efficient algorithm to determine 
the optimum switch.  

On the other hand, if we simply compare the band 
entropy in each coding state. The complexity of 
deciding the switch can reduce to O(49). However, the 
individual band entropy comparison cannot reflect the 
side information demand. The bits for scale factors and 
Huffman codebook indexes cost generate from the 
different coding state within neighbor bands. To 
conquer the computation complexity and the state 
transient cost, this paper proposes a new switching 
method that is derived from the principle of Viterbi 
algorithm and lead to a complexity down to O(4×49) 
without sacrificing the possibility to find the best 
combination. 

3.3.1. Transition cost between M/S bands and 
L/R bands 

Before proposing the new switching method, we want to 
discuss the causes of transient costs when the improper 
switching is triggered. We may classify the costs into 
four types according to the audio coding process. 

The first type is the MDCT aliasing. Although MDCT 
filter bank is a perfect reconstruction system, the 
quantization errors lead to the noise not only one 
quantization band but also the associated aliasing bands. 

Using the band-by-band M/S coding may increase the 
errors spreading among these aliasing bands or decrease 
the “noise smoothness” among bands. The second is on 
the M/S-related flag bits. According to MPEG-4 AAC, 
The “ms_used” flag bits can identify the coding state of 
each band. If we decide a frame that is either L/R-only 
or M/S-only in the quantization bands, we can ignore 
“ms_used” and transmit only the “ms_mask_present” to 
reduce the side information. Besides, Table 1 shows that 
bits saving when the frame header of one channel pair 
can share only one setting when the M/S coding is 
triggered. Both of the above should be considered into 
the switching policy. The third is bits required by the 
scale factors. The scale factor and global gain are two 
parameters to control the quantization noise and the 
required bits. To save the side information, the scale 
factors are coded with the differential coding. For M/S 
coding, if the switching cannot consider the differential 
coding, the random triggers the M/S coding may cause 
the extra bit overhead, because the contents of M and S 
channels may be very different. The last is related to the 
bits for the Huffman codebook. The Huffman coding 
segments the set of quantized spectral coefficients into 
sections. For coding efficiency, the quantization band is 
packed into one section that is coded with one selectable 
Huffman codebook with an index. The index leads to bit 
overhead. Successive sections can be to use the same 
Huffman codebook to reduce the bits. Instead of 
packing the same codebook index, there is one repeating 
flag to record the reuse and to save the codebook bits. 
The previous work [21] has considered the efficient 
search method for the Huffman codebooks. The stable 
and smooth quantized spectral coefficients of both 
channels are benefiting the index bits usage. For M/S 
coding, the overheads from Huffman index bits is 
another issue in considering the switching among the 
successive M/S bands and L/R bands. 

3.3.2. Viterbi Algorithm 

Having comprehended the transient cost in preceding 
section, we can then go on to consider an optimal 
switching solution. The optimal algorithm must 
consider the hidden costs and the time complexity. In 
this paper, we propose the Viterbi algorithm to search 
the optimum M/S band combination with a complexity 
O(4×49). 
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Long Window Short Window             Bits 

Format Stream Pure L/R 
Mix  

M/S and LR 
Pure M/S Pure L/R 

Mix  
M/S and L/R 

Pure M/S 

channel_pair_elements() 5 55 7 5 7+14*#group 7 

ics_info() 22 11 11 30 15 15 

Individual_channel_stream() 22 22 22 22 22 22 

Total 49 88 40 57 44+14*#group 
Min: 58 
Max: 156 

44 

Average Percentage among 
128kbps bit rate 

1.647% 2.957% 1.344% 1.915% Min : 1.949% 
Max : 5.242% 

1.478% 

Table 1: M/S coding side information for each channel pair in low complexity profile of MPEG-4 AAC 

The Viterbi algorithm is first published in the paper of 
A.J. Viterbi [18]. It has been employed to many 
different subjects related to decoding problems. Instead 
of finding the maximum probability, we apply the 
Viterbi algorithm to retrieve the minimum cost and the 
optimal switching path. To begin with, the node cost 
can be established by apply the band entropy and the arc 
penalty can be set the constant penalty. It should be 
reminded here, due to the conservative derived masking 
thresholds; the M/S band entropy should multiply a 
discount factor first then apply to the VA process. The 
detail discount factor and the arc penalty are listed in 
section 4.5. Next, we compute the accumulated cost 
SLR(i) and SMS(i) which are ending with ith band. 
Furthermore, the optimal preceding coding state is 
recorded in current band, if the accumulation cost has 
smallest cost within that band node cost. Then, a trellis 
likes Figure 10 is constructed for minimizing the cost 
Sk(i). Finally, the last band coding state can be 
determined by smallest cost among the SLR(48) and 
SMS(48). 

)0(LRn )47(LRn)1(LRn )48(LRn

)0(MSn )1(MSn )47(MSn

)1(LRS )47(LRS )48(LRS

)48(MSn

)0(LRS

)0(MSS )1(MSS )47(MSS )48(MSS

Scale factor band

LRLR,α LRLR ,α

MSMS ,α MSMS ,α

LRMS ,α

MSLR ,α
MSLR ,α

LRMS ,α

 

Figure 10: Viterbi algorithm for searching the best M/S 
bands. Each nLR(i) and nMS(i) represent the band entropy 

in ith band. The SLR(i) and SMS(i) represent the 
accumulation cost end at the ith band. The αLR,LR, αLR,MS, 

αMS,LR and αMS,MS represent transition cost. 

In the following, we use the mathematic model to 
explain the Viterbi algorithm. First, we consider a given 
sequence x = x1x2…xN which represents N bands. Then, 
we want to find a coding state path π =π1π2…πN such 
that V(x, π) is minimized. That is, 

),(arg* ππ
π

xVMin=  (30) 

where πi means the coding state.  

To find the minimum cost π* path, we can define a 
minimum cost function (ending at k state) 

(31) 
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where nk(i) stands for entropy of k state of ith band and 
Q shows the coding state power set. By recursively 
process (32) computation, we obtain at the end of the 
minimum cost 

))(),...,(),((),( 21 NSNSNSMinxV Q=π  (33) 

If the each j in the (32) recursion is kept, then the 
optimal π can also obtain in the backward recursion. 
Once π is derived, then we can immediately decide the 
optimal band switching which meets our demand. 

Since, we calculate O(Q×N) cells and spend O(Q) 
operations per cell. The overall time complexity is 
O(Q2×N) and the space complexity is O(2×Q×N). 
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Applying to M/S coding, there are only 2 states and 49 
bands. Hence, the time complexity and space 
complexity are O(4×49) and O(4×49). 

3.3.3. Assistant Mechanism 

In this subsection, we discuss two assistant mechanisms 
from the global view of band-level M/S coding. The 
first issue is called to the M/S flag usage assistant 
mechanism. The flexible Viterbi algorithm offers a 
delicate policy to decide the band state. However, the 
global switching decision without considering the flag 
side information may cause degradation especially at 
low bit rate coding. From Table 1, the coding using 
M/S-only or L/R-only in the M/S bands can effectively 
save the side information. For instance, the ms_used 
flags could take 112 bit per frame in worst case that is a 
3.76% of the average bits for each frame at 128 kbps. 
Hence, according to Figure 11, when the number of M/S 
band higher or lower than the thresholds, instead of 
conveying the usage flags, we can set this frame as 
purely M/S or L/R bands. 

ms_used[i] = LR , for all i
or

ms_used[i] = MS , for all i
?

#MS band ≤ lower_bound
or

#MS band ≥ upper_bound
?

Return ms_mask_present : 2 bits
Return ms_mask_present : 2bits
ms_used[] : (#group*#band) bits

True

True

False

False

 

Figure 11: Bits usage of global coding states. 

The second issue is called the adaptive VA parameters 
adjustment. In general, the stable tracks can 
successively use the M/S frame. The consistent 
allowable noise shape within the frame overlapping 
filter bank can be maintained in continuous frames 
without causing the serious artifacts. However, when we 
meet the unsteady signals with the long window only 
mechanism, the current frame M/S switch with its 
coding gain model cannot reflect the artifacts coming 
from the frame overlapping. To avoid this situation, we 
should adopt two parameter settings in VA process to 
reduce the frequently coding state switch between 
frames. The detection mechanism is first to compare the 
L/R entropy with the last fame L/R entropy. Once the 
difference higher than the setting threshold, the 
transition VA setting is applies. 

3.4. Available Bits in the M/S Channels 

After the M/S switching process, the entropies of each 
channel can also be decided immediately. The available 
bits between the two M/S channels can be derived 
directly as 

B
AEAE

AE
Bit

SM

M
M +

=  (34) 

and 

B
AEAE

AE
Bit

SM

S
S +

=  (35) 

where B represents the total available bits per frame. In 
AAC, the AEM and AES can be computed as Figure 12. 
The detail allocation process can then integrate with the 
bandwidth-proportional bit allocation in [23] to shape 
the noise. For AAC, except the band AE, we adopt the 
band PE to accommodate the different signal contents. 
Beside, the least bits threshold for S channel can also be 
combined with the available bits allocated. 

L/R band
?

AEM = AEM  + L_AE[i]
AES = AES + R_AE[i]

AEM = AEM + M_AE[i]
AES = AES + S_AE[i]

i < 49
?

False

False

True

True

 

Figure 12: Calculation flow chart for the allocation 
entropies for long window. 

3.5. Joint Design with Window Switch 

The handling of the transient signal with different 
window length has been used in current perceptual 
coders. This is mainly due to the quantization error 
spreading over the time associated with the window 
length. Once the coding noise is longer than the pre-
masking ability range, the hearing system can perceive 
this pre-echo artifact. In order to avoid such artifacts, 
the short window in the analysis filer bank is adopted. 
By increasing the time resolution, the spreading noise 
can be halted near the onset of signal. The efficiency of 
the M/S coding is related to the window types and 
grouping methods adopted in the window switch 
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module. For window type coordination, due to the M/S 
coding takes advantage of the normalized sum and 
difference signals that comes from the left and right 
channel. The MS coding is applicable to the two stereo 
channels only when the window type and the grouping 
manner in both channels are the same. The detail 
algorithms are described in Section 4.4.2. 

3.6. Summary of New M/S Coding 

This section presents the new M/S coding algorithm to 
enhance the performance in NCTU-AAC than the M/S 
kernel in the MPEG-4 AAC. We compare the M/S 
psychoacoustic model and switch policy of MPEG-4 
AAC in Figure 13 and of NCTU-AAC in Figure 14. The 
advantage except mentions in above, the optimal band 
coding state determination by VA is also included. 

In addition, the inter-channel bit allocation is based on 
the AE criterion and then the allocation can integrate 
with the bandwidth proportional bit allocation in [23] to 
shape the noise. 

FFT FFT

Calculate 
Masking 

Threshold

Calculate 
Masking 

Threshold

Calculate 
Masking 

Threshold

Calculate 
Masking 

Threshold

M/S Transform

ms_ratio

L(n) R(n)

LFFT(k) RFFT(k)

Check “ms_ratio” for each quantization band

MLD Effect

Use M/S Band?

TL TR TM TS

 

Figure 13: MPEG-4 AAC M/S psychoacoustic model 
and switching scheme (AAC). 
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Figure 14: New M/S coding psychoacoustic model and 
switching scheme (AAC). 

 

4.  WINDOW SWITCH 

In this Section, an integrated design of window switch 
in AAC is proposed. The window decision is the most 
important. Then the method of omitting the 
psychoacoustic model of short window to reduce the 
complexity is proposed. The third issue is the design of 
grouping method that can lead an appropriated bit 
allocation to reach adorable quality. The last issue is the 
joint design of combination with TNS and M/S coding 
module in AAC. 

4.1. Window Decision 

The design of window decision is the most important 
part of window switch. Because the short window has a 
higher time resolution, and the long window has a 
higher frequency resolution. The transient signal needs 
short windows to control the pre-echo effect and the 
stationary signal needs long window to resolve the lines 
in the signal spectrum in order to extract the 
redundancy. If the transient signal uses long window, 
the pre-echo phenomenon happens. If the stationary 
signal uses short window, the low frequency resolution 
makes the encoded signal not precise enough in the 
frequency domain. 

This section proposes a design of window decision by 
three kinds of information: the global energy ratio, the 
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zero-crossing ratio and the tonal attack. Window 
decision decides the window type of next frame. After 
deciding next window type, the current window type is  
switched by comparing with next and prior window 
type. Therefore, in the last subsection, the window type 
switch method is also discussed. 

4.1.1. Global Energy Ratio 

Transient signals usually occur when the time domain 
energy has rapid change. Therefore, the energy ratio is a 
kind of important information to detect transient signal. 
Traditionally, the energy ratio detection method [32] 
only considers the energy ratio between two sliding 
short windows. Generally, the pre-echo effect is 
generated by the signal with global max energy. But, the 
energy ratio between two sliding windows ignores the 
gradually increasing signal. Figure 15 is an example of 
speech signal. Figure 15 (a) represents a transient signal 
that is increasing gradually. Figure 15 (b) is the value of 
traditional energy ratio. The max energy ratio in Figure 
15 (b) is about 2.1. However, if the transient threshold is 
set at 2, the misjudgment happens easily. Figure 15 (c) 
illustrates the variation of global max ratio. The global 
energy ratio method can provide a noticeable value of 
ratio and overcome the problem in traditional energy 
ratio method. 

 

Figure 15: (a) Transient signal segment, (b) energy ratio 
of two sliding short windows, (c) values of global 

energy ratio. 

In common with the traditional energy ratio method, we 
calculate the energy function as, 

∑
∈

=
iwk

kxiEn 2

256
1

)(  (36) 

Then the maximum energy Max_En and minimum 
energy Min_En in a set of short windows’ energy En(i) 
are found. The global energy ratio is defined as, 

EnMin

EnMax
RatioEnGlobal

_
_

__ =  (37) 

When the Global_En_Ratio is greater than a threshold 
Te, the signal is regard as a transient signal. The 
implement of this method is as easy as the traditional 
energy ratio method. However, this method is more 
general and it can prevent the post-echo problem. 

4.1.2. Zero-Crossing Ratio 

As traditional energy ratio method, the global energy 
ratio cannot detect the signal that has segments with 
rapid changes in spectral content. However, zero-
crossing rates can represent the main frequency content 
of signal. Figure 16 shows a transient signal with stable 
global energy ratio, but this signal has rapid change in 
spectral content. Zero-crossing ratio can detect this kind 
of transient signal. 

 

Figure 16: A transient signal with rapid changes in 
spectral content. 

The zero-crossing rate of each window is defined as, 

256

in  Crossing  ZeroofNumber 
)( iw

iZe =  (38) 

Then the maximum zero-crossing rate Max_Ze and 
minimum zero-crossing rate Min_Ze in a set of short 
windows’ zero-crossing rate are found. The zero-
crossing ratio is defined as, 

ZeMin

ZeMax
RatioZe

_
_

_ =  (39) 

When the Ze_Ratio is greater than a threshold Tz, the 
signal is regard as a transient signal. This method can 
detect the transient in violin and speech signal. 
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4.1.3. Tonal Attack 

The short window has lower frequency resolution than 
that of the long window. Figure 17 (a) is an example of 
pure tone signal, and this signal is regard as a transient 
signal by the global energy ratio. In Figure 17 (c), 
transforming the tonal signal by a shorter transform 
makes the side band energy increase. We define the 
tonal attack effect when the signal has a tonal band that 
is analyzed by the psychoacoustic model of long 
window. In other words, if there is a band with tonality 
greater than a threshold T, the encoder does not use 
short windows in this frame to keep the frequency 
resolution. 

 

Figure 17: (a) A pure tone signal, (b) the frequency 
transformed by 2048-sample transform, (c) the 

frequency transformed by 256-sample transform. 

Window decision method is composed of above three 
kinds of information. Figure 18 illustrates the window 
decision execution that uses global energy ratio and 
zero-crossing ratio to detect transient signal and then 
avoid the erroneous detection of tonal attack. 

 

Figure 18: The flowchart of window decision 

4.1.4. Window Type Switch Method 

The start window should be used to bridge long and 
short window types. But window decision only decides 
the usage of long or short window type. Therefore, 
window decision should decide the window type of next 
frame in advance. The switch of current window type 
considers both prior and next window types. If the next 
frame is different from the prior one, the current frame 
must switch to the start or stop window type. 

 

Figure 19: Window type switch analysis table and 
algorithm. 

Figure 19 shows the analysis of all possible situations of 
the window type switch. Long window, short windows, 
start window and stop window are represented by L, S, 
L_S, and S_L respectively. By removing some 
impossible situations, we can get a simple switching 
algorithm. 

4.2. Psychoacoustic Model of Short Windows 

By [30], one major disadvantage of the adaptive 
window switching technique is that it introduces 
additional complexity into coder. Since different 
window sizes require different interpretations and 
normalizations of the psychoacoustic model. In AAC, if 
the window sequence is composed of eight short 
windows, the coder needs to execute short window 
psychoacoustic model for eight times. Long window 
psychoacoustic model has higher frequency resolution 
and more precise masking threshold information than 
that of short window psychoacoustic model. Thus, this 
section presents a method to omit the execution of short 
window psychoacoustic model and replaces it by long 
window psychoacoustic model. 

The psychoacoustic model calculates the minimum 
masking threshold that is necessary to determine the 
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just-noticeable noise-level for each band in the filter 
bank [31]. The signal-to-masking ratio (SMR) is used in 
the bit allocation to determine the actual quantizer level 
in each band of the block. Because the short window 
psychoacoustic is omitted, the band SMR of short 
window should be estimated from the mapping bands of 
long window. 

 

Figure 20: Band SMR mapping example from long 
window to short window in AAC when the sample rate 

is 44.1kHz. 

Figure 20 is an example that shows the mapping result 
of the 49 bands in the long window corresponding to the 
14 bands in the short window. If the frame uses short 
window type, it needs to take SMRs from long window. 
Therefore, each band of the short window takes the 
maximum SMR of mapped bands of long window as its 
SMR. Selecting the maximum SMR is in order to 
reduce the risk of quantization error. 

4.3. Window Grouping of Short Windows 

The short window can handle the transient signal well 
by controlling the spreading of quantization noise to be 
within the short windows. However, when the AAC 
coder decides to use short windows, the total number of 
quantization bands is twice larger than when it uses only 
one long window. By the grouping method, the short 
windows in the same group share the same scale factors. 
Therefore, this method reduces the total number of 
quantization bands. Every time when a group is added, 
it would increase a set of scale factors. The more 
quantization bands exist, the more bits that side 
information needs. Therefore, it would make inadequate 
bits exist and then problems of quantization errors are 
produced. Every time when one group is decreased, 
short windows which sharing the same scale factors 
increase. In addition, the sum of errors between shared 
scale factors and estimated scale factors of each short 
window also increases. For the reasons given above, this 
section proposes a design of grouping method to 
improve the quality and the computing complexity. 

It is intuitive to design the grouping method by using 
the estimated scale factors of eight short windows. 
Therefore, if the scale factors can be estimated earlier in 
the encoder the grouping method can be applied more 
flexible with other codec module (e.g. like M/S coding). 

In the following subsections, this paper attempts to 
introduce an efficient estimation method of scale factors 
and then present the grouping method by these 
estimated scale factors. 

4.3.1. Scale Factor Estimation 

[24] and [21] present a noise estimation method. The 
expectation of quantization error of the non-uniform 
quantizer ei is 
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Where ∆q is the quantization step size that is defined as 
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where g is global gain independent of the quantization 
band q. cq is scaling factor in each quantization band. 

Scale factor estimation of bit allocation is based on the 
bandwidth proportional noise-shaping criterion. From 
[5], the noise level for the quantization bands should be 
proportional to the effective bandwidth B(q). 
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where σ2
N(q) and σ2

M(q) are the noise energy and the 
masking energy associated with the quantization band q. 

With (40) relating the scale factor with the noise power, 
it is straightforward to combine (40) and (42). Let E[ei

2] 
= σ2

N(q) and define Tq
2 = σ2

M(q)·B(q). The expectation of 
the quantization error for bit allocation is 
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The square of quantization step size ∆q
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The difference between global gain and scale factor can 
be evaluated by 
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From (45), the global gain can be evaluated from 

{ }q
q

cgMaxg −=  (46) 

and the scale factors for all sub-bands are obtained. 

4.3.2. Grouping Method 

Since that the short windows in the same group share 
scale factors among all quantization bands within the 
group, the differences between the shared scale factors 
(sharesfbg,b) and estimated scale factors (sfb,w) of short 
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windows in the same group should be bounded. In 
addition to the difference of scale factors, the influence 
of this difference is proportional to the bandwidth 
(bandwidthb). So, the scale factor error of group g can 
be estimated by the following equation. 

∑∑
∈

×−=
b gw

bbgwbg bandwidthsharedsfsfE ,,
 

(47) 

he criterion of grouping method minimizes the grouping 
number, and the scale factor error Eg of each group 
should be smaller than a threshold M. By the criterion, 
we design an algorithm and display it in the Figure 21. 
Firstly, scale factors estimation is executed. After that, 
the grouping method starts with the first short window. 
Because short windows in one group should be 
continuous, every short window in the beginning tries to 
join the group that the last short window belongs to. If 
the scale factor error of the new group is smaller than 
threshold M, joining the short window is successful; or 
creating a new group for the short window. 

 

Figure 21: The flowchart of grouping method of short 
windows. 

4.4. Joint Design with Other AAC Modules 

After the filter bank, the design of each encoding 
module should consider two modes, long window mode 
and short window mode. In AAC, if short window type 
is used, the quantization bands are determined after 
grouping method. Therefore, long window and short 
windows can use the same bit allocation policy. 
Between the filter bank and bit allocation in the Figure 
1, there are four modules: TNS, intensity coding, 

prediction and M/S coding. But, in the NCTU-AAC 
[25], there are only TNS and M/S coding modules. This 
section explains the relationship between window 
switch and these two coding modules. 

4.4.1. TNS and Window Switch 

TNS is also a technique to prevent the pre-echo 
phenomena. Consequently, TNS also has problems to 
decide whether the signal is transient. For more detail 
about this technique, please refer to Section 5.2.1. 

4.4.2. M/S Coding and Window Switch 

In the stereo coding of AAC, M/S mechanism is 
applicable when both window type and the same 
grouping manner in the two stereo channels are the 
same. This subsection proposes the window coupling 
and group coupling method to have good coding 
efficiency under the constraint. 

Window Coupling 

When one channel is short windows type and another is 
long window type, we check the similarity of these two 
channels first. If they are similar, we have to decide 
using long or short window type simultaneously. The 
perceptual entropy (PE) can assist us to judge the 
similarity and window decision. Figure 22 illustrates the 
flowchart of window coupling. It shows that the 
difference of PEs, T1, is used to judge the similarity. 
Then, we set another PE threshold T2 to decide the 
window type. 

 

Figure 22: Flowchart of window coupling method. 
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Group Coupling 

As the grouping method discussed in section 3.3, we 
calculate the sum of scale factor error in both channel 
and group two channels simultaneously. In the left 
portion of Figure 23, the grouping method is used 
individually in two channels. The purpose of group 
coupling method is to keep the same the grouping 
manner in both channels as illustrated in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: Example of grouping individually and 
simultaneously. 

The criterion of grouping method minimizes the 
grouping number, and the total scale factor error Eg of 
each group in both channels to be smaller than a new 
threshold 2M. 

 

Figure 24: Flowchart of window coupling method. 

Figure 24 explains the relationship with the M/S coding. 
When the M/S is enabled, the energies of two channels 
are modified and the scale factor associated with each 
quantization band is re-estimated. When the M/S is not 
adopted, the grouping can be applied individually to two 
stereo channels. The new NCTU-AAC flowchart is 
illustrated in Figure 25 and Figure 26. 
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Figure 25: NCTU-AAC flowchart without two coupling 
methods. 
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Figure 26: NCTU-AAC flowchart with two coupling 
methods. 
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5. TEMPORAL NOISE SHAPING 

Temporal noise shaping can shape and control 
quantization noise spread to improve the quality under 
bit rate constraint. However, this section illustrates that 
the TNS introduces three artifacts. The first artifact is 
similar to the Gibbs phenomenon, which has high noise 
level occurring at the edge of the attack signal. The 
second effect is the time-domain aliasing noise that has 
unusual noise at a distance from the attack time frame. 
The third is the noise spreading with the TNS filter 
orders. This section propose the efficient TNS method 
which shapes noise with good concerns on the above 
three artifacts. The section extends our previous work 
[6].  

5.1. TNS Artifacts 

In [13], the time-domain aliasing is mentioned. 
However, according to the properties of the filter bank, 
the section classifies the time-domain aliasing into three 
types. Each sample can be seen in [6]. In next section, 
we introduce the schemes to handle the artifacts. 

5.1.1. Relation between MDCT and DFT 

The direct MDCT and inverse modified discrete cosine 
transform (IMDCT) are defined as  
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where x[n] is the time domain input signal of 2N 
samples and hn  is a window function satisfying the 
constraints of perfect reconstruction. However, the 
relationship between MDCT and DFT can be 
established via Shifted Discrete Fourier Transforms 
(SDFT) in [19]. The direct SDFT is defined as 
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and inverse SDFT is 
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where u and v represent arbitrarily the shifts in the time 
and frequency domain, respectively. DFT is the most 
widely known special case of which (for zero shifts u 
and v). 
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It has been proven that MDCT is equivalent to the 
SDFT of a modified input signal [28][29]. 
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For real-valued signals, the MDCT coefficients are 
proven to be equal to the real part of SDFT(N+1)/2,1/2 of 
the input signal. 
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The right side of (53) is SDFT(N+1)/2,1/2 that can be 
expressed by means of the conventional DFT as 
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(56) 

The conclusion is that SDFT(N+1)/2,1/2
 is the conventional 

DFT of this signal shifted in the time domain by 
(N+1)/2 of the sampling interval and evaluated with the 
shift of 1/2 the frequency-sampling interval. Figure 27 
illustrate the simplified flowchart of AAC encoder 
without the psychoacoustic module. From (54), the 
MDCT operation can be replaced by the “Aliasing” and 
“SDFT”. The operation of the “Aliasing” is the same as 
the Eq (55). In the decoder, the ISDFT is substituted for 
the IMDCT. Figure 28 shows the flowchart equivalent 
to the simplified encoder in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27: The simplified flowchart of AAC codec 
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Figure 28: The codec equivalent to the Figure 27. 
5.1.2. Noise Amplification around Attack 

Although the filter bank MDCT instead of the Discrete-
Time Fourier Transform is adopted in AAC, the 
mapping between the z-domain and the time domain is 
similar. The quantization error is filtered with the 
inverse filter H[z] that is an all-pole filter. However, 
when the pole is far away from the unit circle, the width 
of the resonance point is wider. Like Figure 29, it’s an 
single pole filter H[z] = 1/(z − rejθ), where θ is setting as 
π and the r is 1, 0.9 and 0.7. Obviously, the length of “r” 
affects the width of the resonance point. Therefore, the 
quantization error is spread out before the attack signal 
by the inverse filter H[z]. 

 

Figure 29: Time response for a single pole, with θ = π, r 
= 1, 0.9, 0.7. 

5.1.3. Time-Domain Aliasing 

In Section 5.1.1, the ideal envelope of inverse filter H[z] 
should be similar to the envelope of the time-domain 
input signal x[n]. Therefore, the non-ideal inverse filter 

H[z]amplified the quantization noise and the aliasing 
occurs at the annoying position. In order to illustrate the 
whole process, in an intuitive way, we have employed 
an artificial time domain signal x[n] (N=8) as shown in 
Figure 30 (a) and the wild-used window in AAC is the 
sine window. The result of the aliasing module is ][ˆ nx  
in Figure 30 (b). Therefore, the envelope of inverse 
filter H[z] is similar to Figure 30 (b). It causes the 
quantization error is amplified at the 10th, 11th, 14th and 
15th points in Figure 30 (c). After the multiplication of 
the sine window, post-aliasing artifact occurs in Figure 
30 (d). Moreover, the pre-aliasing artifact can be 
derived in the same way. 

 
(a) 

 
(c) 

 
(b) 

 
(d) 

Figure 30: (a) the input signal x[n] and the sine window 
(b) the output of the aliasing module ][ˆ nx  (c) assume 

the output of SDFT-1 is ][nx ′  (d) the finally output 

behind the sine window. 

5.1.4. Noise from High-Order Prediction Filter 

In general, the coding gain increases with the order of 
the prediction filter. Hence, the quantization noise might 
be considered to shape better with the increase of filter 
order. It means that the noise is more concentrated on 
the signal with high energy. Besides, the pre-aliasing 
and post-aliasing artifact is more apparent. 

5.2. The Efficient Temporal Noise Shaping 
Method 

There are two problems associated with the detection 
mechanism. First, as illustrated in last section, the 
coding gain cannot reflect the injection of the above 
three artifacts.  In addition, the switch mechanism based 
on the coding gain directly leads to computing overhead 
from the TNS filtering. This section proposes the 
method to handle the three artifacts based on the 
detection mechanism introduced in [6]. 
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5.2.1. Ease pre-aliasing and post-aliasing 
artifact 

In Section 5.1.3, the reason of pre-aliasing and post-
aliasing artifact has been discussed in detail. The more 
order is, the more apparent the aliasing artifact is. It 
leads to the bad performance of the TNS module. 
Obviously, to solve the problem, from Figure 30 (c), if 
the values at the tail of the window are zero, after the 
multiplication, the post-aliasing at the 14th and 15th point 
is disappeared in Figure 30 (d). Similarly, if the values 
in the front of the window are zero, the pre-aliasing 
artifact can be eased. However, the LONG_START and 
LONG_STOP window defined in AAC are suitable for 
the above requirement. Then, based on the above PE 
switch method, an improved method to ease the artifact 
is proposed. First, in order to ease the artifact, the most 
important thing is to identify the position of the attack 
signal detected by the above PE method [6]. According 
to the position, TNS can choose a suitable window for a 
better coding. Therefore, the Algo 1 detects the position, 
which classifies a long window block into eight zones 
and the energy of each zone is calculated. Starting from 
the zone 2, if one energy ratio over a threshold, that the 
energy of the current zone divides the energy of the 
previous zone, is found, the zone is called as the 
position of the attack signal. In Figure 31, for the 2nd 
frame, the energy ratio for the zone 7 is over the 
threshold. Therefore, the attack position is viewed as the 
zone 7. After detecting the position of the attack signal, 
Algo 2 is to determine the suitable window to ease the 
aliasing artifact. If the position is between zone 5 and 
zone 8, the window of the current frame is set to the 
LONG_START window and the next frame uses the 
LONG_STOP window. Otherwise, if the attack signal 
locates at the frame between the zone 1 and 4, it should 
be the LONG_START window and the previous frame 
is the LONG_STOP window, the disadvantage of which 
is that the additional frame delay is needed. Therefore, 
for the efficiency, it retains the ONLY_LONG window 
for the attack position between zone 1 and 4. Finally, 
whether TNS is active or not, Algo 3 depends on the 
attack flag, the window type and the attack position. It 
can be analyzed as three conditions. One condition is 
that, if the window type is the LONG_START window 
and the attack position is at zone 5 and 6, TNS is active. 
Nevertheless, if the attack position is at zone 7 and 8, it 
means that the current window does not contain the 
attack signal. For the next window, the attack position is 
at zone 3 and 4. Therefore, the other condition is that if 
the window type is belong to the “LONG_STOP” 
window and the attack position is at zone 3 and 4, TNS 

is also active. Besides, the third condition is applying 
the TNS to the signal that the attack position is between 
zone 1 and 4. To reduce the pre-aliasing and post-
aliasing, this condition should use less prediction order 
to shape the time domain noise. 

 
Step 1. If attack flag is false, leave the algorithm 
Step 2. Divide a frame into 8 zones 
Step 3. Calculate the energy for each zone 
Step 4. return the first position i such that 

energy[i]/energy[i-1] > 
TNS_SWITCH_RATIO, if exist 

Algo 1: Detect Position algorithm. 

Step 1. If the attack position is belong to the right half 
of the frame (i = 5,6,7,8) and the block type of 
the previous frame is ONLY_LONG, the 
block type is set as LONG_START 

Step 2. Else if the block type of the previous frame is 
LONG_START, the block type is 
LONG_STOP. 

Step 3. Else the block type is ONLY_LONG 

Algo 2: Window switch algorithm. 

Condition 1. the block type is LONG_START and the 
attack position is 5 or 6 

Condition 2. the block type is LONG_STOP and the 
attack position is 3 or 4 

Condition 3. (i)the block type is ONLY_LONG  
(ii)the attack flag is true  
(iii)the attack position is 1~4  

Step 1. if one of the above 3 conditions is satisfied, the 
TNS module is active. 

Step 2. if condition3 is satisfied, the prediction order 
should be less 

Algo 3: TNS applied algorithm. 

 

Figure 31: The position of an attack signal is at zone 7 
for the 2nd frame. 
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6.  EXPERIMENTS 

This paper conducts the experiments on MPEG44100 
bit stream set listed in Table 2 and checks the possible 
risk through the Objective Difference Grade (ODG) 
developed by Recommendation ITU-R BS.1387 [33] in 
addition to the subjective measure. The result of ODG 
ranges from 0 to -4, where the value 0 corresponds to an 
imperceptible degradation and -4 to a degradation 
judged as very annoying. The result value is negative, 
because the quality of the Signal Under Test (SUT) is 
assumed to be worse than Reference Signal (RS). 

Track Time Signal description 
1 10 es01 vocal (Suzan Vega) 
2 8 es02 German speech 
3 7 es03 English speech 

Speech signal 

4 10 sc01 
Trumpet solo and 

orchestra 
5 12 sc02 Orchestral piece 
6 11 sc03 Contemporary pop music 

Complex sound 
mixtures 

7 7 si01 Harpsichord 
8 7 si02 Castanets 
9 27 si03 pitch pipe 

Single instruments 

10 11 sm01 Bagpipes 
11 10 sm02 Glockenspiel 
12 13 sm03 Plucked strings 

Simple sound 
mixtures 

Table 2: MPEG12 44100 Test songs. 

6.1. Psychoacoustic Model 

The experiments can be separated into two parts 
according to the foregoing sections. First, the efficiency 
test is to test the computation time of psychoacoustic 
model and the encoding time in different 
psychoacoustic models. Second, the quality test is 
always the critical issue in audio research on the 
experiments to prove the quality improvement. In the 
following test results, we use P4 representing the 
MDCT-based psychoacoustic model, and P1 
representing the psychoacoustic model 2. 

First, we use a general performance testing tool Intel 
vTune 7.0 to test the psychoacoustic computational 
time. 

 1  2  3  4  5  Average 
Speedup 
(%)  

P1 30.24  29.66  29.75  29.96  27.75  29.47  72.58  
P4 8.57  8.94  8.00  7.31  7.59  8.08    

Table 3: The psychoacoustic model computational time 
in NCTU-AAC. 

Table 3 shows the result of the computational time test. 
The experiment runs five times each using different 
psychoacoustic model incorporating with other 
encoding components. Obviously, the proposed model 
can speed up the coding efficiency 72% more than P1. 
In conclusion, the proposed model can dramatically 
improve the coding efficiency. 

The encoding time is shown in Table 4 testing in 
NCTU-AAC. 

Tracks Length P1 P4 Percentage (%) 
es01 02:51 26 19 26.92 
es02 02:17 19 14 26.32 
es03 04:03 36 27 25.00 
sc01 02:55 22 18 18.18 
sc02 03:23 28 23 17.86 
sc03 03:04 27 23 14.81 
si01 04:47 39 36 7.69 
si02 03:05 30 26 13.33 
si03 05:34 49 45 8.16 
sm01 04:27 38 35 7.89 
sm02 02:01 18 16 11.11 
sm03 04:11 38 34 10.53 
Average   30.83 26.33 14.59 

Table 4: Encoding time for NCTU-AAC. 

This proposed model can speed up the total encoding 
time by 14.59% compared with that based on P1 mode. 

The quality test result of 128kbps bit rate is shown in 
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Figure 32: ODG at 128 kbps. 

The P4 can get better quality than the psychoacoustic 
model 2 in the speech signal and single instrument and 
simple sound mixtures. Nevertheless, in the complex 
sound mixtures the ODG quality is equal to the P1 
mode. For our un-official listening test, the result is 
compliant with ODG. 
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6.2. M/S Coding 

The experiments are based on the NCTU-AAC and the 
results are listed in Table 5. The new M/S coding with 
VA algorithm can improve the audio quality from L/R 
coding by 0.47. For our un-official listening test, the 
result is compliant with ODG. 

Coding Mode L/R New M/S 
es01 -1.57 -0.82 

es02 -2.03 -0.55 

es03 -2.21 -0.84 

sc01 -0.74 -0.54 

sc02 -1.11 -0.83 

sc03 -0.7 -0.52 

si01 -1.16 -1.05 

si02 -3.24 -3.01 

si03 -1.29 -1.21 

sm01 -0.9 -0.93 

sm02 -1.54 -1.4 

sm03 -1.37 -1.5 

Average -1.4883 -1.1 

Bit Rate: 128kbps (No Bit Reservoir) 
Sample Rate: 44100 Hz 
Auxiliary Mechanism: Disable 
Long window only 
Psychoacoustic Model: P4 

Table 5: ODGs for using L/R and M/S coding. 

6.3. Window Switch 

The experiment results in Figure 33 show the 
performance of the window switch algorithm with and 
without the Coupling Method described in Section 
4.4.2. The average ODG of the window switch 
algorithm with and without the Coupling Method are 
−0.7025 and −0.8483 respectively. For our un-official 
listening test, the result is compliant with ODG. 

Bit Rate=128Kbps, Sample Rate=44.1kHz, with Short Window and M/S
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Figure 33: Objective test using P4 on the two methods: 
“NCTU-AAC without Coupling Method” and “NCTU-

AAC with Coupling Method”. 

6.4. Temporal Noise Shaping 

The pre-aliasing and post-aliasing artifacts have a great 
influence on the quality. In order to decrease the effect 
of the aliasing, the lower order is selected. However, the 
easing aliasing method is more effective. 

 

Figure 34: Objective test on the three methods: “NCTU-
AAC without TNS”, “NCTU-AAC with TNS based on 

the efficient switch method” and “NCTU-AAC with 
TNS based on the easing aliasing method”. 

Figure 34 explains the comparison of NCTU-AAC 
without TNS, NCTU-AAC with TNS based on the 
efficient switch method proposed in [6] and NCTU-
AAC with TNS based on the easing aliasing method. 
The comparison between the efficient switch method 
and the easing aliasing method is that, except the es03, 
sc02, sc03, si03 and sm01, the easing aliasing method 
has an improvement, especially in the si02. 

6.5. Overall Test 

In this section, NCTU-AAC and other two commercial 
AAC encoders, QuickTime [26] and Nero [27] are 
compared on the both subjective and objective test. 

BitRate=128Kbps, SampleRate=44.1kHz
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Figure 35: Objective test on the three encoders: “Nero 
6.3”, “QuickTime 6.3” and “NCTU-AAC”. 
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Figure 35 illustrates experiments for MPEG 12 tracks. 
Each bar denotes the ODG value of each track. All 
tracks encoded by NCTU-AAC are better than that 
encoded by Nero 6.3. NCTU-AAC has better encoding 
quality than QuickTime 6.3 in 7 tracks. In average, 
NCTU-AAC performs better than other two encoders 
do. Table 6 shows the detailed result of the three 
encoders. 

 Nero 6.3 QuickTime 6.3 NCTU-AAC 
es01 -0.6 -0.32 -0.27 
es02 -0.45 -0.11 -0.15 
es03 -0.51 0.02 -0.23 
sc01 -0.88 -0.22 -0.45 
sc02 -1.38 -0.84 -0.66 
sc03 -0.84 -0.64 -0.4 
si01 -1.32 -0.71 -0.62 
si02 -0.82 -0.72 -0.54 
si03 -1.59 -0.78 -0.98 
sm01 -1.36 -0.75 -0.61 
sm02 -0.72 -0.37 -0.53 
sm03 -1.29 -0.73 -0.62 

Average -0.98 -0.51417 -0.505 
Bit Rate : 128kbps 
Sample Rate : 44100 Hz 
NCTU-AAC uses P4, Window Switch, TNS, M/S, and Bit 
Reservoir. 

Table 6: Detail ODG result of quality comparison of 
three encoders. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has extended our previous work 
[2][6][21][14][22][23][24] on AAC encoder and jointly 
integrate with modules of psychoacoustic model, M/S 
coding, TNS, window switch to provide adorable audio 
quality with low computation complexity. 

In this paper, efficient MDCT based psychoacoustic 
model providing better quality than the psychoacoustic 
model 2 originally used in MPEG-4 AAC is presented. 
The designs of the psychoacoustic model from two 
aspects are considered. First, we consider the design 
issue in implementing the psychoacoustic model in the 
MDCT instead of the independent FFT to reduce the 
computing complexity and storage. Second, we improve 
the psychoacoustic model from the aspect of varying 
tonal and noise masking offset with bands and energy 
normalization to suppress the distortion.  

For transient audio, the complex mechanisms of 
window switch are jointly considered with TNS and bit 
reservoir to reduce the pre-echo effectively. The TNS 
introduces three artifacts. This paper propose the 

efficient TNS method which shapes noise with good 
concerns on the above three artifacts.  

This paper also presents an efficient M/S method 
designed from M/S usage decision, psychoacoustic 
model for M/S channels, bits allocated between the M/S 
channels and bit allocation in the M/S channels in frame 
based M/S coding. Furthermore, for the band-based M/S 
coding, instead of exhausting all possible switching 
combinations and finding the minimum distortion one, a 
new method derived from the principle of Viterbi 
algorithm is proposed. 

Experiments have been conducted on intensive audio 
tracks to prove the improved quality. Through both the 
subjective and objective measure, the proposed AAC 
encoder is verified to be able to provide the same or 
better audio quality over the commercial AAC encoders 
with lower computation complexity. 
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